
March 3, 2024 Kingdom Revealed WK6 Kingdom Power

Sermon	Notes	
Matthew 9:35-10:8, 14:13-21, 28:18-20; Acts 1:8 

God uses _________________ Kingdom Citizens to accomplish _____________________________ Kingdom work. 

God is not looking for your ________________ but He is looking for your _____________________________. 

God will ________________ you with His Kingdom _________________	to _______________________ Kingdom work. 

MY	NOTES	|	OBSERVATIONS	|	QUESTIONS	
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March 3, 2024 Kingdom Revealed WK6 Kingdom Power

Discussion	Guide	

1. What is one thing from the message that God used to encourage, challenge, or grow you? 

2. How does Jesus' method of engaging with people, including formal teaching, casual conversation, and 
meeting individual needs, provide a blueprint for us to live as citizens of God's kingdom in our everyday 
interactions? 

3. What are some steps we can take to cultivate the same level of compassion that Jesus demonstrated 
towards those who are distressed and dejected, like sheep without a shepherd? How can this compassion 
translate into action where we live, learn, work, and play? 

4. ReWlecting on the concept of God using ordinary Kingdom citizens to accomplish extraordinary Kingdom 
work, what are some examples from your own life or the lives of others where seemingly ordinary actions 
or individuals have resulted in signiWicant impact or change? 

5. How does it make you feel to know that God values availability over ability? How can we overcome feelings 
of inadequacy or self-doubt to make ourselves available for God to use in His Kingdom work? 

6. What does it look like to put our availability and "yes" on the table for God to use us where we live, learn, 
work, and play this week? What steps can we take to be more intentional about surrendering ourselves to 
God's plans and allowing Him to equip us with Kingdom power for His work? 

7. Take a few minutes to SOAP through one of the passages referenced in the message today. These 
are found on the top of the notes page. You may want to include verses before/after the passage 
listed too. Share your insights with the group.  

Scripture: 

Observations: 

Application: 

Prayer: 

Prayer Requests:
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